German (Lesson 2)
Numbers - 45 mins

Learning outcomes:
- Become more confident with numbers 0-12
- Develop ability to say all numbers to 12

Teaching and learning activities:

15 mins:
Review numbers to 12 using flashcards as in previous week.

Use individual whiteboards/markers—1 per child. Call out a number (or sequence of numbers) in German. Children write down on their boards what they think is the correct answer. Children hold up boards to display their answers.

15 mins:
Numbers—group matching. Children get into groups and arrange numbers into correct order. Use 5 Minute Timer on interactive whiteboard.

Show correct 12 matched words/numbers on interactive whiteboard.

5 mins:
Children at tables—sit down, stand up game. Call out numbers in German—children to stand up when they hear an even number and sit down when they hear an odd one.

10 mins:
Finish lesson with number matching on interactive whiteboard. Choose children to come to the front and match up a number of their choice.

Children stand at tables. Throw Koosh ball to child. Teacher to start—go through numbers 0-12. Child receives ball, throws to another person of their choice, continuing the numerical sequence.

Vocabulary:
null
eins
zwei
drei
vier
fünf
sechs
sieben
acht
neun
zehn
elf
zwölf

Resources:
Laminated number flashcards 0-12
Individual whiteboards/markers
Group matching activity
5 Minute Timer and number activities—interactive whiteboard
Koosh balls